CANNABIS DISPENSARY SOLUTION

Protect your employees & customers with FIRST LINE Facial Recognition.

DETER, DETECT, DELAY, DENY, AND DEFEND.
Through use of FIRST LINE Facial Recognition’s “unknown” capture capabilities, late-night businesses are
able to achieve a signiﬁcant added layer of security. The system can be synced with door locks at multiple
entrances. If someone approaches, they will need to have their face visible and register as “unknown” for
the door to open and the subject to be granted entry.
90% of robberies occur with masked assailant:

Crime within Denver's 325 dispensary
companies has risen 50% since 2009 Marijuana Business Daily

ALIGNS SECURITY OBJECTIVES
Easy to Use Interface allows user to add, store, and
edit data both directly on the unit and through a
seamless web interface.
Prevention and Immediate Detection of both
external and internal threats
Access Control for any secured areas in which
greater control is desired
Concierge Service capabilities oﬀer greeting and
rewards programs for speciﬁc customers

Our Unique Solution:

BENEFITS
-Deters all crime, especially violent crime
-Masked assailants will not be able to enter
-Captures subject’s face on the move
-Increased safety of employees and other patrons
-Creates a virtual "security guard" on every door
-Establishments can share databases of known
assailants
-Blue Line Technology can interface with existing
security infrastructure
-Fast, accurate, and highly reliable state-of-the-art
biometric solution
-Retain night time employees and ease their
anxiety while in the workplace
-Customers feel safer because of the deployment
of cutting-edge security

Internal Access Control and Threat Detection
They can steal your card, but not your face...

True Two Factor Authentication Application on key access points
90% of theft is internal
FEATURES
Face Identiﬁcation: can be separated into three
distinct categories: known, unknown and alert.
True Two Factor Authentication - eliminate FOB/
Card security vulnerabilities with dual
authentication
Notiﬁcation: on-site monitoring, emails, text
messaging including camera location, name, notes,
and photos of the alert.
Monitor Alerts: allow for playback video feature
and detailed person information with a single
click.
Prevention and immediate Detection of both
external and internal threats

FIRST LINE Facial Recognition’s users create a
database for their specific needs for employee access
and accountability. FIRST LINE will monitor, detect
and validate employees, contractors, visitor who are
paired with card/FOB readers for access control
management.
FIRST LINE's non-intrusive secondary biometric
solution not only upgrades your current access control
management, but simultaneously adds capabilities of
deterrence, threat detection and alert capabilities.
With high turnover rates of part-time staff and
access to easy cash and marijuana will increase
temptation for theft.
Marijuana Business Daily reports that potential ballot
measures loom in another six states, and predicts that
legal pot could become an $8-billion industry in the U.S. by
2018. But marijuana use remains illegal under federal law,
causing most banks to steer clear of the industry. As a
result, most dispensaries must deal in cash. - Los Angeles
Times 2017

Functionality: Works with existing access control
and maglock/door strike manufactures.
Enhanced Camera Features: Axis Communications
Forensic Capture and Lightfinder handle complex
lighting conditions.

FIRST LINE Facial Recognition was developed by a team of law enforcement professionals with
more than 120 years of experience in both theft prevention and violent crime reduction strategies.

A solution that serves the community, the employees and the customer.
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